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Agility, automation and free trade.
What
the
future
holdCOMPETITIVE,
for Asian economies?
WITH THEdoes
LOGISTICS
SPACE
INCREASINGLY

M

THE NEED
TOIndigo
GIVEAsia’s
YOUR
PROSPECTS
ike Hill,
Managing
DirectorMORE REASONS TO USE
invitedYOUR
Mark Millar,
oneIS
of EVEN
Asia’s most
YOU OVER
RIVALS
MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER.

respected independent logistics and supply
chain experts, to an exclusive interview at The
Excelsior Hotel in Causeway Bay, Hong Kong. On the
agenda was a discussion about the impact of the
TPP (Trans Pacific Partnership) agreement on future
growth beyond China; the challenges of running
an omnichannel warehouse and wider attitudes
towards technology adoption and warehouse
automation. Bringing together two logistics experts
with a combined 60 years experience working with
companies across Asia was bound to result in a lively
debate and this article provides a detailed account of
their discussion.

C

ontent can give you the edge not just in
terms of SEO and inbound leads, but it
is a highly effective tool for improving
engagement, evidencing your expertise and
positioning your business as a go-to provider.

But what do we mean by ‘content’ specifically?
Think regular news articles, ideally your own
newsletter INSIGHTS
(not just about
your
new automated
LOGISTICS
PART
1: IMPACT
OF TPP AND
wrapper
or
your
innovative
WMS
solution,
INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES TO RESOLVE but
about topics that will resonate with your market).
Mike Hill: How do you think the introduction of TPP
will
affectcan
theyou
distribution
manufacturing
So how
generate of
content?
Luckily in Asia
and
in
particular
the
growth
of
Distribution
Centres
for you, there are things you can do to
(DCs)
of China?
keep outside
the investment
to a minimum…

Mark Millar: TPP is probably the most wide-ranging
Aggregate. By pushing out content which
multilateral free trade agreement in terms of the
already exists (and is referenced, of course),
breadth of products it covers and the way 90% of
you can service your audience, stay relevant
products will be imported into the US tax free from
and potentially even build bridges with content
day 1. It has been agreed but remains to be ratified
owners
without
need for
own
and
if Obama
canthe
achieve
thisyour
before
hiseditorial
term
team.
A
good
starting
point
would
be
something
ends it will have a huge impact on trade and will
like Hootsuitemean
Suggestions
(Google
it).
undoubtedly
large-scale
development
of new
DCs
across
thethis
region.
Create.
Yes,
takes more time, but it is a great
Two
countries
to
watch,
which are
of
way of showing your audience
thatalso
youmembers
know your

the ASEAN economic community, are Vietnam and
Malaysia. Of the two, Vietnam is the ‘sweetspot’ if the
TPP is ratified, as imported goods into the US from
Vietnam on a weighted average will be 17% cheaper
than the same imported products from China. This
is because, based on a weighted average, that is the
approximate level of tax applied to imported goods
from China and will drop to zero rates of tax on
about 90% of products.
But the big ‘if’ in the mix is the Clinton/Obama/
stuff. And Google appreciates fresh content too.
Trump trio. If Obama does not get it ratified before
Utilise some of the otherwise dead time (on the
he finishes then its future is uncertain, because
train, waiting in line, sleeping...) and greatly speed
neither Trump nor Clinton have demonstrated much
up
the writing
by exploitingtrade
the benefits
enthusiasm
forprocess
more international
deals. So,
of
apps
such
as
Evernote
(intelligent
note
taking)
assuming it does happen, and we think it will,
then
and
(swipe the
typing,
incredibly
quick). landscape
yes, Swype
it will change
Asian
manufacturing
and thereforeWe
willknow
change
the DC landscape.
Automate.
logisticians
love automation

Mike:
If countries
Vietnam
will benefit,
do they
and
it can
help youlike
to get
your content
out there
have
the
infrastructure
yet
to
derive
maximum
too. For example, here at Jack Stone Marketing,
benefit
from
it? our weekly article once online
we
simply
publish
Generally
levels
infrastructure
poor
–Mark:
our ESP
then picks
up of
the
addition andare
sends
it
within
the 12 countries
involved,
although
there
to
our subscribers
at a set
time, then
Tweets
a link
are
some
exceptions.
Malaysia
is
further
along
to it. Facebook then adds the Twitter post to thethe
development
curve
Vietnam.
I would
say that
company
page.
And than
we can
easily cut
and paste
Vietnam
is
rather
like
China
was
10
years
ago
and
the article from Evernote to our Google+ account.
that’s to be expected. It joined the World Trade
Have
a go, you’ll
surprised
how and opened its
Organisation
10 be
years
after China
easy
and
quick
it
can
be.
domestic market to international companies offering
100% wholly foreign owned transport warehousing in
its
domestic
10 years
China. There are
This
articlemarket
was created
forafter
Warehousing
lots
of
new
opportunities
for
new
DC
builds and all
Logistics International by Jack Stone
the
major international
logistics
players, the Damcos,
Marketing.
Have a browse
around
DHLs
for
example
and
regional
players
like Kerry
JackStoneMarketing.com.
Logistics, have been expanding in Vietnam.
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Mike: Indonesia and the Philippines are also hot
spots for new infrastructure development in Asia, but
they face different challenges as island archipelagoes.
The Philippines has similar potential to Vietnam and
in Luzon alone there is a market of 60 million people,
but
infrastructure
on the FCILT
other islands.
Bya poor
Gwynne
Richards

opportunities increase, the resulting economic
prosperity creates a consumer market and an
emerging middle class, thereby securing longer term
consumer demand.

Mark: Yes the problems they face are due
to problems with inter island shipping, poor
infrastructure on outer islands and congestion.
The Philippines is interesting because it is less
dependant on exports than China or Vietnam, it’s
a more self-sufficient domestic economy, which is
better insulated against the global trade economy
he increase in
compared with China’s for example.
e-commerce
Indonesia
hassales
the same
retail
is island problem but if you
strip
away
the bigimpact
numbers – 12,000 islands in the
having
a major
archipelago
and
a
population of 260 million people,
on warehouses and
there
are islands
that are large enough as individual
distribution
centres
economies
to
sustain
globally. Retailers significant infrastructure
growth.
Java accounts
world-wide
are now for 60% of Indonesian GDP
and
is
home
to
80omnimillion people – that’s enough to
operating in an
keep
a business
for 5 years on a single island.
channel
world busy
where
they are striving to
provide consumers
with a seamless
shopping experience.

Mike: What do you think are the challenges for a DC
in the new omnichannel commerce era?

ROBOT IN THE WAREHOUSE

T

Warehouses, distribution and fulfilment centres will
therefore face many challenges over the coming
months and years. Today retail competition is
resulting in innumerable daily orders, much shorter
order lead times including same day delivery, a
vast assortment of product lines which can be
The
challengegreater
for manufacturers
is to in
find
logistics
significantly
than those held
store
and
service
providers
that
can
offer
wider
coverage
ever increasing pressure from consumers and social
beyond
and
because
theytime,
probably
media Java
to get
theLuzon,
process
right first
every have
time.
those larger regions covered already and want to
Higher
specification
packaging
including gift
have
wider
reach to other
less established
areas.
packaging for home delivery, seasonality and
Another interesting place in Asia beyond China,
events such as Black Friday, Cyber Monday, the lead
Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines is Myanmar.
up to Christmas, January sales, Chinese New Year
This is the ‘new kid on the block’ with a lot of exciting
and Singles Day (11th November) are all challenging
developments. They might not be ready just yet to
warehouse and fulfilment centre managers.
provide DC operations that comply with expected
international
standards,
but itinclude
is definitely
up and
Other significant
challenges
increasing
land
coming.
Myanmar
has
a
55
million
population
and
costs, an ageing workforce and a belief by young
a people
large pool
low cost
available
in the
thatofworking
inlabour
a warehouse
is not
theshort
most
term.
In theofmedium
as weinhave
experienced
attractive
careers.term,
Motorola
a recent
survey
insuggested
other Asian
countries,
employment
that
in future,once
warehouses
should be

LOGISTICS INSIGHTS PART 2: OMNICHANNEL AND
THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES IT BRINGS

Mark: The whole omnichannel world is the biggest
challenge Asian DCs are facing and I see the next
decade of advising companies on how to deal
with omnichannel and the ecommerce frenzy
as simultaneously the most exciting and most
challenging period in my career. It’s really stretching
the capabilities of traditional logistics service
providers who are caught in a model of traditional
B2B services and having to adjust to B2C e-commerce
orders being shipped directly to the end consumer.
This creates issues on three levels because
neither traditional logistics service providers nor
manufacturers can operate in a way that: a) meets
EiraBot
the expectations of an ever more demanding
end
(by kind
consumer who has become accustomed
to getting
permission
free delivery; b) is satisfactory for their clients,
the
of EiraTech).
brand owner or retailer, from either a service level or
economic perspective; or 3) that will enable them as
the producer or service provider to make money and
run
a sustainable
business.
designed
in an “elder
friendly” way in order to retain
and attract the can
older,
more
experienced
Manufacturers
either
find
a solution worker.
or outsource
their
logistics
a service
provider. The 3PLs have
So how
is the to
logistics
industry
fewer
options
and
if
they
cannot
facing up to these challenges? find a solution,
they risk losing the business. If they want to keep
Automation
andB2B
more
significantly,
goods to
person
their
traditional
distribution
activities,
they
will
systems
using
robotics
are becomingthe
more
popular.
need
to find
a way
to accommodate
growing
B2C ecommerce activity and this is a serious
Accordingbecause
to Rollason
(2015)
robotics plays
challenge
of the
competition
emerging.
a largeare
part
in removing
repetitive everywhere,
tasks and
There
new
entrants appearing
thosenew
thate-commerce
would have otherwise
involved driving
heavy
from
logistics providers
lifting
within
the
logistics
industry.
A
leading
an “uberisation” of the sector, with new types
Japanese
robotics
Tsuda
describes
of
business
modelsexpert,
backedJunji
by VC
money;
to the
this as “inhuman
work”.
(FT February
2015).
ecommerce
providers
themselves
who
are becoming
logistics service operators. For instance, is Amazon a
The deployment of robotics and other forms of
logistics company or an ecommerce company?
automation in the warehouse has ensured that
The logistics capabilities of the likes of Amazon,
companies stay lean and competitive and this
Alibaba, Luzada and JD.com are really what gives
ultimately creates wealth and more jobs – not
them their edge.
fewer – many of them higher up the scale such
Mike:
I’ve noticedand
thatIT.
vertical
integration
anSir
as in engineering
A thought
echoedisby
emerging
trend.
We
have
customers
in
Asia
who
Digby Jones in many of his talks on the subject.
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is what I describe as “the madness of free delivery,
are moving away from outsourcing their logistics
compounded by the insanity of free returns.” In
operations to establishing in house expertise and
the garment sector, where you have people buying
building their own DCs. They are using our WMS
by
Dan
Stone,
Founder,
Jack
Stone
Marketing
multiple size and colour options, it’s economically
technology and intend to offer any surplus logistics
unsustainable.
capacity to other manufacturers looking for a
solution, effectively competing with other 3PLs.
Mike: Organising a DC for omnichannel is the big
WITH THE LOGISTICS SPACE INCREASINGLY COMPETITIVE,
issue we are seeing customers struggle with. There
Mark: Pure e-commerce companies are also more
THE NEED
TO GIVE
PROSPECTS
MORE REASONS
USEand it depends on the business.
are so manyTO
options
nimble.
They loose
a lot YOUR
of money
on logistics by
Do you have
a separate
having
to offerYOUR
free delivery
for IS
example,
but IMPORTANT
YOU OVER
RIVALS
EVEN and
MORE
THAN
EVER.warehouse for e-commerce?
Different areas in a single DC? Or do you pick orders
can subsidise this because they don’t have the same
from the same locations? All the options have pros
footprint as a retailer with outlets and staff. They
and cons and provided the WMS technology can
have larger margins because they are often selling
support picking single items from cartons, it’s all
the same products at the same price as a retailer
possible. The WMS has to be able to recognise a split
with stores and without those overheads they can
carton and older WMS systems cannot cope with that
afford to discount too, so it’s the traditional retailers
level of detail, it’s either a carton of 10 or 1 carton.
who are struggling to keep up with all this.
LOGISTICS INSIGHTS PART 3: HOW DOES CLICK
AND COLLECT WORK IN ASIA?
MIKE: HOW IS CLICK AND COLLECT EVOLVING
IN ASIA?
Mark: The last mile is the most expensive cost
and there are lots of stats on what the cost of the
last mile is and in particular, the number of times
a delivery fails because people are not at home
to collect.
In Asia,
is the
added
ontent
canthere
give you
the
edgecomplication
not just in
that a lot
of
e-commerce
orders
are
offered
terms of SEO and inbound leads, butcash
it
on delivery, especially in China, so that’s even more
is a highly effective tool for improving
complicated. Click and Collect alleviates some of
engagement, evidencing your expertise and
the burden and there are locker box type systems
positioning your business as a go-to provider.
at publically accessible locations. There is also Click
and
from
storesby
which
brings
people to the
But Collect
what do
we mean
‘content’
specifically?
retailers,
but
at
the
same
time,
it
creates
a cluster
Think regular news articles, ideally your own
within
the store
this can
be disruptive
to other
newsletter
(not and
just about
your
new automated
shoppers
without
having
a
dedicated
Click
wrapper or your innovative WMS solution,and
but
Collect
zone
in
store.
It’s
important
that
retailers
about topics that will resonate with your market).
are set up properly to make this a good overall
So how canand
youthat
generate
content?
Luckily
experience
packages
are ready
on time and
for be
you,
therequickly.
are things you can do to
can
found
keep the investment to a minimum…
Walmart says that of the people in China who use
their
Click andBy
Collect
service,
30% go which
into the store
Aggregate.
pushing
out content
and
buy
something
else,
which
is
clearly
good for
already exists (and is referenced, of course),
business.
But that
won’t
suit everyone
and you need
you can service
your
audience,
stay relevant
aand
retail
footprint
to
manage
the
opportunity.
If you
potentially even build bridges with content
are
offering
Clickthe
andneed
Collect
depot,
there
owners
without
forfrom
your aown
editorial
isn’t the same opportunity to cross sell and if you
team. A good starting point would be something
are using an intermediary like a convenience store,
like Hootsuite Suggestions (Google it).
this can become inconvenient for the convenience
shopper,
overwhelmed
Create. because
Yes, this they
takesare
more
time, but it with
is a great
people
collecting
orders.
The
exacerbating
factor
way of showing your audience that you know
your

C

LOGISTICS INSIGHTS PART 4: AUTOMATION AND
ATTITUDES TOWARDS NEW TECHNOLOGY
Mike: Will the rising cost of doing business in China
push manufacturers towards introducing automation
into their warehouses?

stuff. And Google appreciates fresh content too.
Utilise some of the otherwise dead time (on the
train, waiting in line, sleeping...) and greatly speed
up the writing process by exploiting the benefits
of apps such as Evernote (intelligent note taking)
and Swype (swipe typing, incredibly quick).

Automate. We know logisticians love automation

and it can help you to get your content out there
too. For example, here at Jack Stone Marketing,
we
simply
our weekly
article
once
online
Mark:
No,publish
I don’t think
costs will
have
a direct
–impact,
our ESP
then
picks
up
the
addition
and
sends
it will be due to other factors. What willit
to
ourChinese
subscribers
at a set time,
then Tweets
a link
push
manufacturers
towards
introducing
to
it. Facebook
then
the Twitterispost
to the
more
automation
in adds
the warehouse
increased
company
page.
And
we their
can easily
cut andthe
paste
pressure to
do so
from
customers,
brand
owners
likefrom
NikeEvernote
for instance.
Traditionally
in China,
the
article
to our
Google+ account.
because of the large pool of available resources,
Have
go,been
you’lllittle
be surprised
thereahas
interest inhow
automation. We are
easy
and
quick
it
can
probably a generationbe.
away from having Chinese
management in local DCs and seeing the level of
This article
was created
Warehousing
technology
investment
thatfor
is made
in European or
Logistics
by Jack
Stone
US
DCs forInternational
example. But soon,
a new
generation of
senior
management,
who are around
likely to have had an
Marketing.
Have a browse
international
education and exposure to warehouse
JackStoneMarketing.com.
automation in other companies, will better
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sophisticated starting point which is a double edged
sword because although they have less automation,
they have less legacy to undo in order to take a
Mike: I agree and this thinking is reflected in a
new direction and this means more flexibility. In
discussion we had with a pneumatics company
Europe, companies are often encumbered by an
recently about goods received from component
entrenched existing model of working such that it
By Gwynne
Richards
FCILThigh levels
suppliers.
They experience
consistently
makes them resistant to change. Conversely in Asia
of shipment accuracy coming from Japan, medium
it is much easier to introduce a change of direction
to high from Europe, but much lower accuracy levels
and companies are better at adapting to suit a
from China. Big brands won’t accept quality variations
changing market need and opportunity. Generally
like this so the move to automation will be driven
Asian companies are more open to new ideas and
by them and their desire for greater accuracy and
new ways of working, an entrepreneurial approach
consistency from all suppliers to meet service level
to business is prevalent and re-inventing is the
standards
norm. For example in the 70s Hong Kong was a
he increase in
manufacturing powerhouse and so many consumer
Mike: During
your travels around Asia are you
e-commerce
goods had a ‘made in Hong Kong’ label. Now the
seeing any
growth
retail
salesin
isdemand for newer warehousing
country doesn’t physically make anything, except a
technologies
suchimpact
as ‘voice picking’, ‘pick to light’ or
having a major
lot of money! They have evolved to become a 99%
integration
of WMS
systems to intelligent cameras?
on warehouses
and
service based economy and a re-exporter. European
distribution
centres
Mark:
Yes, bearing
in mind the caveat around
companies can learn a lot from their outlook to
globally. Retailers
traditional
attitudes towards investment in
innovation and business.
world-wideWhat
are now
automation.
will drive investment in WMS
any impact
operating is
inthe
an availability
omnitechnology
of Saas applications and Mike: Do you see the Brexit vote havingEiraBot
on
supply
chains
providing
goods
to
the
UK?
channel
world
where
the cloud. Culturally, companies in Asia prefer the
(by kind
they
striving
pay
perare
use
model to
for a number of reasons. Firstly,
permission
Mark: Who knows what the outcome will
be, the
of EiraTech).
provide
they
don’tconsumers
need an IT department or investment
immediate impact is obviously the fall in the pound.
a seamless
inwith
hardware
and they prefer a business model
Long term it could enable the UK to pursue its own
shopping
experience.
where
the cost
to them for software is based on the
path with other major trading nations and increase
actual number of transactions completed they have
trade levels without the agreement of other EU
Warehouses,
distribution
fulfilment centres
will
designed in an “elder friendly” way in order to retain
completed.
In other
words, and
the investment
they make
members.
facedirectly
many challenges
over
the coming
intherefore
the software
reflects the
revenues
they are and attract the older, more experienced worker.
Whatever happens, business will find a way through
and years.
competition
inmonths
turn generating
byToday
using retail
the software.
Thisiswill
So how is the logistics industry
resulting
innumerable
much
shorter all the politics because consumers want products and
more
likelyindrive
adoption daily
levelsorders,
because
it’s easier
facing up towant
these
businesses
tochallenges?
trade and make money. Look back
order
lead times
including
same
day
delivery, acost
for
a logistics
provider
to justify
the
investment
to 20 years ago when there were restrictions in place
ofvast
a solution
that is
based
the use
assortment
ofpriced
product
lineson
which
can of
bethat
Automation and more significantly, goods to person
between Taiwan and mainland China, they found
solution.
significantly greater than those held in store and
systems using robotics are becoming more popular.
a way to navigate the political minefield and make
ever
increasing
pressure
from
consumers
and
social
Voice picking will be popular because the start
Thetosame
will happen
within and
outside
According
Rollason
(2015) robotics
plays
media
the process
right
first time, everyto
time. money.
up
phasetoisget
minimal,
making
it straightforward
of
the EU.
China
and the UK
have good
a large
part
in removing
repetitive
taskspolitical
and
increase
operator headcount
and
cope with
Higher specification
packaging
including
giftshort
connections
and
it
should
enable
more
trade
with the
those that would have otherwise involved heavy
term peak periods but still achieve high levels of
Asia
region.
a logistics
real opportunity.
packaging for home delivery, seasonality and
lifting
withinIt’s
the
industry. A leading
accuracy.
events such as Black Friday, Cyber Monday, the lead Japanese robotics expert, Junji Tsuda describes
up to Christmas, January sales, Chinese New Year
this as “inhuman work”. (FT February 2015).
PART 5: CULTURE, INNOVATION AND BREXIT
and Singles Day (11th November) are all challenging
Mike:
There and
is a lot
said about
the managers.
higher agility
The
deployment
of robotics
and other
forms of
Mike
Hill is Managing
Director
of Indigo
warehouse
fulfilment
centre
of Asian companies, how do they compare to their
automation
in thewww.indigo.co.uk
warehouse has ensured that
Software APAC
Other significant
include increasing land
European
or Northchallenges
American counterparts?
companies stay lean and competitive and this
costs, an ageing workforce and a belief by young
Mark Millar
is Managing
Partner
M –Power
ultimately
creates
wealth and
more of
jobs
not
Mark: Asian companies are known for being very
people that working in a warehouse is not the most
Associates
and
Author
of
Global
Supply
Chain
fewer – many of them higher up the scale such
agile and they are generally better at innovating and
attractive of careers. Motorola in a recent survey
Ecosystems.
www.markmillar.com
as
in engineering
and IT. A thought echoed by Sir
adapting to change. They are coming from a less
suggested that in future, warehouses should be
Digby Jones in many of his talks on the subject.
appreciate that the economics over the medium term
make a lot of sense.
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